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Abstract. This paper outlines present and future directions for software in a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) environment. The three major CIM components -- production management, data management, and communications management -- are described in terms of software available today and future software based on emerging international standards. Key standards efforts such as product data exchange, open systems interfaces, database systems frameworks, and CIM frameworks are described.

1. Introduction

Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is the integration of all the processes necessary to manufacture a product through the use of computer technology. In manufacturing, CIM is integration through the centralization of knowledge (Thompson and Graefe). In its fullest implementation, CIM integrates all manufacturing information, not just the manufacturing data for products, but also the business procedures, corporate goals, and management structure of a manufacturing enterprise.

Achieving an integrated manufacturing environment depends upon the design and implementation of a system architecture for CIM. Within this architecture computer software systems can be developed to drive the processes defined by CIM. The system architecture includes three separate but related architectures. These are production management, data management and communications (Jones, et al). Production management includes all of the functions related to the customer order, design, fabrication (e.g., machining), inspection, and customer support of products. Data management includes all functions related to the delivery of accurate and timely information to the production management processes. Communication management includes all functions required for the reliable transmission of messages among all of the computer systems in the enterprise.

This paper looks at the present state of software associated with the implementation of CIM architecture. Emphasis is placed on the need for the implementation of standards that will facilitate the integration of the software into a cost-effective CIM environment.

2. Production Management Systems

Production management systems can be divided into three major areas: manufacturing data preparation, shop-floor control, and administrative management. Manufacturing data preparation includes all the functions required to generate the data needed to manufacture a product capable of meeting a particular customer's requirements. Shop-floor control includes all the processes
involved in manufacturing a particular product. Administrative management includes all the functions required to manage the overall enterprise, independent of any single product requirement.

Manufacturing data preparation software systems include Computer Aided Design (CAD), Computer Aided Processing Planning (CAPP), and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) systems. CAD systems are used to take user product requirements and generate product designs which include geometry data, tolerances, materials, and other required manufacturing specifications. CAPP systems can be used to take the output of a CAD system and generate a process plan, that is a complete list of raw materials, tools, machines, fixtures, and machining instructions to be used during the fabrication process. CAM systems starting with the output of the CAD system (and CAPP system) can be used to generate the Numerical Control (NC) code for machine tools. In some cases "CAM" can mean also the inspection code for coordinate measuring machines or the robot commands for controlling an industrial robot. For most CAM applications, the user must interact with the system in generating the final NC code for a given machine.

At the present time, there is a broad range of software products that provide capabilities usually as a function of the product type. The CAD system used for mechanical design is usually quite different than the system used for electronic design and relies on different analysis tools to generate an efficient product design. This is mainly due to the inherent 2-D nature of electronics and the 3-D nature of mechanical parts. CAPP systems are mostly interactive with the user participating in the generation of the plans. There are several programs presently available that employ "expert systems" that allow for the automatic generation of process plans, but these programs usually require an intensive initial effort to identify the rules that will be used for specific part families. Although CAD and CAPP systems were originally mainly available on mainframes, today they are almost exclusively implemented on either engineering work stations or personal computers (except in industries such as aerospace where large mainframes are a way of life).

Today's data preparation systems will be changing rapidly as the emerging standard, STEP (Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data), becomes mature (Smith, et al). This standard will have the capability of defining all the information about a product needed for its entire life cycle. STEP will also specify the database environment in which the product data will be accessed. Finally STEP will have a set of "application protocols" which will specify both the information itself as well as how it is used for specific CIM applications.

Shop-floor control systems are usually hierarchical. One such system is a five level structure containing facility, shop, cell, workstation, and equipment (Bloom and McLean). The facility level
performs the functions as defined for manufacturing data preparation and administrative management. The other four levels are responsible for driving the equipment on the shop floor based on the production schedule and products to be manufactured. At the present time there are many programs available for performing job scheduling and controlling the shop operations. However, there is not an effective link between shop-floor control and administrative management systems. This has resulted in the need to have software translators to convert the output of process planning systems and NC programming systems into the actual input used to drive the machines on the shop floor. Research efforts have been involved in developing a true "data driven" production environment, but this will ultimately require changes in the machine control architectures (as in the Next Generation Controller Project underway by the U.S. Air Force Manufacturing Technology Program.) In fact, future shop floor control systems will be driven by product data (e.g. STEP) that will eliminate the need for much of the intermediate software translations that are presently required (Bloom 89).

Administrative management systems include marketing information, sales/order processing, production program planning, purchasing, sales/dispatch, accounts payable, requirement planning, capacity management, material flow, cost accounting, payroll accounting, personnel information, accounts receivable, and financial accounting. These systems have been automated long before the manufacturing-related systems. The computer programs are usually developed for large mainframe computers (although today these systems are available on personal computers). They are often obtained as an integrated set from a single software vendor where the database integration comes with the programs. Historically there has been little interaction between the manufacturing software developers and the business systems developers. It is for this reason that CIM has been very difficult to implement (Fossum and Ettlie).

3. Data Management

There are two major issues related to data management: data modeling and data administration. Data modeling involves the development of a conceptual model of all the information involved in the CIM environment. There are several modeling techniques now available (as software products) that allow the representation of the real-world objects, as well as the information units that describe and distinguish them. An example of a public domain modeling technique is IDEF1, which has been used both in the manufacturing database environment, as well as in the standards community for STEP (IDEF1 1981). It is an extremely complex effort to integrate all the information used by CIM applications (Scheer), but a necessity, if an enterprise wants a successful CIM environment.
The second data management issue, data administration, is the data services that control access to all data in an enterprise. This includes "query processing", "transaction management", and "data manipulation" (Jones, et al). There are many software database systems available today, some that allow only for a centralized access to shared data among the CIM processes and some that allow for a distributed access to the CIM data. Some of the database systems allow the applications that access the database to interact through a "data dictionary" which defines all the data and their interrelationships. In most cases, this means that the CIM database can be restructured without all the applications being revised.

The critical issue is how to integrate database systems from different vendors that are implemented on different computer platforms. This is the heterogeneous distributed systems environment that is the reality in the CIM world. An example of the system architecture required for implementing this environment is the Integrated Manufacturing Data Administration System (Libes and Barkmeyer).

Today's software systems are already making use of such standards as SQL (Standard Query Language), IRDS (Information Resource Dictionary System), and RDA (Remote Data Access) in order to offer complete data administration capability for CIM (Bloom, et. al. 1988). By using this open database architecture approach, the CIM application software vendors can produce software independent of the actual physical means of accessing the information that is required by the application.

4. Communication Management

The communications system provides the functions needed to transmit messages among computer programs executing production and data management tasks. There are three key concepts that facilitate effective CIM networks (Jones et al): (1) CIM programs use one common connection for communications with other programs, regardless of function or location, (2) physical networks are transparently interconnected, and (3) technology and topology of subnetworks are chosen to provide optimal communications responsiveness.

The communications software that is available today falls into two categories: closed system and open systems. The closed systems are those which rely only on products from a specific computer vendor. The open systems are those that adhere to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) network architecture (Weston et al). Specific applications within the OSI framework include the Manufacturing Automation Protocols (MAP) concept of one physical bus connecting all factory-floor stations, and the Technical Office Protocols (TOP) used for connecting engineering work stations. In particular, there is the Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS)
which provides the level of message handling support required at the specific device to be connected to the network.

5. Standards Issues

At the present time, implementing CIM in a company (or an enterprise that involves an industrial network of partners and subcontractors) requires a tremendous effort to develop software translators for the different applications and databases. If CIM is to be effective, internationally agreed-upon interface standards are necessary to avoid huge translation costs. The European Economic Community produced a Directory of European Standardization Requirements for Advanced Manufacturing Technology (Directory 1990) that lists the required standards in terms of seven classifications:

- **Interworking** covers the general framework for CIM architecture and communications (such as OSI).
- **Data** covers the definition of information and related application data (such as STEP).
- **Processing** covers the open systems framework for database systems and operating systems (such as IRDS).
- **Control Equipment** covers the interfaces to manufacturing systems (such as NC controller codes).
- **Human Aspects** covers the integration of human operators into a manufacturing environment.
- **Mechanical Aspects** covers the standards needed for different classes of machines (such as turning centers).
- **General Aspects** covers a set of methods of analysis and representation of enterprises.

Perhaps the most important standards activity at this time is the work by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Technical Committee on Industrial Automation (TC184) Subcommittee on Architecture and Communications (SC5) Working Group on CIM Architecture (WG1) on a framework for modeling CIM (ISO 1990). This work is based on the CIM-OSA (CIM Open Systems Architecture) project (ESPRIT 1989) which could revolutionize the development of CIM software systems.

6. Conclusion

CIM software systems of the future will be "plug compatible" with any system in an enterprise based on the emerging standards described in this paper. Applications will have standard interfaces to database systems through standard communication
protocols. All applications will be able to exchange product data through the use of a standard product data exchange structure. Software systems will be written using programming languages that exist in a standard operating systems framework (such as POSIX, an emerging international standard based on UNIX) that allows for total portability of applications and data among computer systems.

Perhaps the most exciting effort under way is the increased use by companies of "concurrent engineering" methodologies (Winner). The research and development now proceeding in design theory and methodology will lead to new ways of integrating the processes that make up a part of the product's life cycle.
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